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Abstract
One of the main challenges in Zero-Shot Learning of vi-
sual categories is gathering semantic attributes to accom-
pany images. Recent work has shown that learning from
textual descriptions, such as Wikipedia articles, avoids the
problem of having to explicitly define these attributes. We
present a new model that can classify unseen categories
from their textual description. Specifically, we use text fea-
tures to predict the output weights of both the convolutional
and the fully connected layers in a deep convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN). We take advantage of the architecture
of CNNs and learn features at different layers, rather than
just learning an embedding space for both modalities, as
is common with existing approaches. The proposed model
also allows us to automatically generate a list of pseudo-
attributes for each visual category consisting of words from
Wikipedia articles. We train our models end-to-end us-
ing the Caltech-UCSD bird and flower datasets and eval-
uate both ROC and Precision-Recall curves. Our empirical
results show that the proposed model significantly outper-
forms previous methods.
1. Introduction
The recent success of the deep learning approaches to
object recognition is supported by the collection of large
datasets with millions of images and thousands of la-
bels [3, 33]. Although the datasets continue to grow larger
and are acquiring a broader set of categories, they are very
time consuming and expensive to collect. Furthermore, col-
lecting detailed, fine-grained annotations, such as attribute
or object part labels, is even more difficult for datasets of
such size.
On the other hand, there is a massive amount of textual
data available online. Online encyclopedias, such as En-
glish Wikipedia, currently contain 4,856,149 articles, and
represent a rich knowledge base for a diverse set of topics.
Ideally, one would exploit this rich source of information in
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Figure 1. A deep multi-modal neural network. The first modality
corresponds to tf-idf features taken from a text corpus with a corre-
sponding class, e.g., a Wikipedia article about a particular object.
This is passed through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and pro-
duces a set of linear output nodes f . The second modality takes in
an image and feeds it into a convolutional neural network (CNN).
The last layer of the CNN is then passed through a linear projec-
tion to produce a set of image features g. The score of the class is
produced via f>g. In this sense, the text pipeline can be though
of as producing a set of classifier weights for the image pipeline.
order to train visual object models with minimal additional
annotation.
The concept of “Zero-Shot Learning” has been intro-
duced in the literature [7, 8, 16, 21, 5, 17] with the aim
to improve the scalability of traditional object recognition
systems. The ability to classify images of an unseen class is
transferred from the semantically or visually similar classes
that have already been learned by a visual classifier. One
popular approach is to exploit shared knowledge between
classes in the form of attributes, such as stripes, four legs,
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or roundness. There is typically a much smaller percep-
tual (describable) set of attributes than the number of all
objects, and thus training classifiers for them is typically a
much easier task. Most work pre-defines the attribute set,
typically depending on the dataset used, which somewhat
limits the applicability of these methods on a larger scale.
In this work, we build on the ideas of [5] and introduce a
novel Zero-Shot Learning model that predicts visual classes
using a text corpus, in particular, the encyclopedia corpus.
The encyclopedia articles are an explicit categorization of
human knowledge. Each article contains a rich implicit an-
notation of an object category. For example, the Wikipedia
entry for “Cardinal” gives a detailed description about this
bird’s distinctive visual features, such as colors and shape
of the beak. The explicit knowledge sharing in encyclope-
dia articles are also apparent through their inter-references.
Our model aims to generate image classifiers directly from
encyclopedia articles of the classes with no training images.
This overcomes the difficulty of hand-crafted attributes and
the lack of fine-grained annotation. Instead of using simple
word embeddings or short image captions, our model op-
erates directly on a raw natural language corpus and image
pixels.
Our first contribution is a novel framework for predict-
ing the output weights of a classifier on both the fully con-
nected and convolutional layers of a Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN). We introduce a convolutional classi-
fier that operates directly on the intermediate feature maps
of a CNN. The convolutional classifier convolves the fea-
ture map with a filter predicted by the text description. The
classification score is generated by global pooling after con-
volution. We also empirically explore combining features
from different layers of CNNs and their effects on the clas-
sification performance.
We evaluate the common objective functions used in
Zero-Shot Learning and rank-based retrieval tasks. We
quantitatively compare performance of different objective
functions using ROC-AUC, mean Average-Precision and
classification accuracy. We show that different cost func-
tions outperform each other under different evaluation met-
rics. Evaluated on Caltech-UCSD Bird dataset and Ox-
ford flower dataset, our proposed model significantly out-
performs the previous state-of-the-art Zero-Shot Learning
approach [5]. In addition, the testing performance of our
model on the seen classes are comparable to the state-of-
the-art fine-grained classifier using additional annotations.
Finally, we show how our trained model can be used to
automatically discover a list of class-specific attributes from
encyclopedia articles.
2. Related work
2.1. Domain adaptation
Domain adaptation concerns the problem where there are
two distinct datasets, known as the source and target do-
mains respectively. In the typical supervised setting, one is
given a source training set S ∼ PS and a target training set
T ∼ PT , where PS 6= PT . The goal is to transfer informa-
tion from the source domain to the target domain in order to
produce a better predictor than training on the target domain
alone. Unlike zero-shot learning, the class labels in domain
adaptation are assumed to be known in advance and fixed.
There has been substantial work in computer vision to
deal with domain adaption. [23, 24] address the problem
mentioned above where access to both source and target
data are available at training time. This is extended in [10]
to the unsupervised setting where target labels are not avail-
able at training time. In [27], there is no target data avail-
able, however, the set of labels is still given and is consis-
tent across domains. In [12] the authors explicitly account
for inter-dataset biases and are able to train a model that is
invariant to these. [31] considered unified formulation of
domain adaptation and multi-task learning where they com-
bine different domains using a dot-product operator.
2.2. Semantic label embedding
Image and text embeddings are projections from the
space of pixels, or the space of text, to a new space where
nearest neighbours are semantically related. In semantic
label embedding, image and label embeddings are jointly
trained so that semantic information is shared between
modalities. For example, an image of a tiger could be em-
bedded in a space where it is near the label “tiger”, while
the label “tiger” would itself be near the label “lion”.
In [29], this is accomplished via a ranking objective us-
ing linear projections of image features and bag-of-words
attribute features. In [9], label features are produced by an
unsupervised skip-gram model [18] trained on Wikipedia
articles, while the image features are produced by a CNN
trained on Imagenet [14]. This allows the model to use se-
mantic relationships between labels in order to predict la-
bels that do not appear in the training set. While [9] removes
the final classification layer of the CNN, [20] retains it and
uses the uncertainty in the classifier to produce a final em-
bedding from a convex combination of label embeddings.
[26] uses unsupervised label embeddings together with an
outlier detector to determine whether a given image corre-
sponds to a known label or a new label. This allows them to
use a standard classifier when the label is known.
2.3. Zero-Shot learning from attribute vectors
A key difference between semantic label embedding and
the problem we consider here is that we do not consider
the semantic relationship between labels. Rather, we as-
sume that the labels are themselves composed of attributes
and attempt to learn the semantic relationship between the
attributes and images. In this way, new labels can be con-
structed by combining different sets of attributes. This setup
has been previously considered in [6, 16], where the at-
tributes are manually annotated. In [6], the training set at-
tributes are predicted along with the image label at test time.
[22] explores relative attributes, which captures how images
relate to each other along different attributes.
Our problem formulation is inspired by [5] in that we at-
tempt to derive embedding features for each label directly
from natural language descriptions, rather than attribute an-
notations. The key difference is in our architecture, where
we use deep neural networks to jointly embed image and
text features rather than using probabilistic regression with
domain adaptation.
3. Predicting a classifier
The overall goal of the model is to learn an image clas-
sifier from natural language descriptions. During training,
our model takes a set of text features (e.g. Wikipedia ar-
ticles), each representing a particular class, and a set of
images for each class. During test time, some previously
unseen textual description (zero-shot classes) and associ-
ated images are presented. Our model needs to classify the
images from unseen visual classes against images from the
trained classes. We first introduce a general framework to
predict linear classifier weights and extend the concept to
convolutional classifiers.
Given a set of N image feature vectors x ∈ Rd and their
associated class labels l ∈ {1, ..., C}, we have a training set
Dtrain = {(x(n), l(n))}N . There are C distinct class labels
available for training. During test time, we are given addi-
tional n0 number of the previously unseen classes, such that
ltest ∈ {1, ..., C, ...C+n0} and test images xtest associated
with those unseen classes, Dtest = {(x(n)test, l(n)test)}Ntest .
3.1. Predicting a linear classifier
Let us consider a standard binary one vs. all linear clas-
sifier whose score is given by1:
yˆc = w
>
c x, (1)
where wc is the weight vector for a particular class c. It is
hard to deal with unseen classes using this standard formu-
lation. Let us further assume that we are provided with an
additional text feature vector tc ∈ Rp associated with each
class c. Instead of learning a static weight vector wc, the
text feature can be used to predict the classifier weights wc.
In the other words, we can define wc to be a function of tc
1We consider various loss functions of this score in Section 4.
for a particular class c:
wc = ft(tc), (2)
where, ft : Rp 7→ Rd is a mapping that transforms the text
features to the visual image feature space. In the special
case of choosing ft(·) to be a linear transformation, the for-
mulation is similar to [15]. In this work, the mapping ft
is represented as a non-linear regression model that is pa-
rameterized by a neural network. Given the mapping ft and
text features for a new class, we can extended the one-vs-all
linear classifier to the previously unseen classes.
3.2. Predicting the output weights of neural nets
One of the drawbacks for having a direct mapping from
Rp to Rd is that both Rp and Rd are typically high dimen-
sional, which makes it difficult to estimate the large number
of parameters in ft(·). For example, in the linear transfor-
mation setup, the number of parameters in ft(·) is propor-
tional toO(d×p). For the problems considered in the paper,
this implies that millions of parameters need to be estimated
from only a few thousand data points. In addition, most
the parameters are highly correlated which makes gradient
based optimization methods converge slowly.
Instead, we introduce a second mapping parameterized
by a multi-layer neural network gv : Rd 7→ Rk that trans-
forms the visual image features x to a lower dimensional
space Rk, where k << d. The dimensionality of the pre-
dicted weight vector wc can be drastically reduced using
gv(·). The new formulation for the binary classifier can be
written as:
yˆc = w
>
c gv(x), (3)
where the transformed image feature gv(x) is the output of
a neural network. Similar to Eq. (1), wc ∈ Rk is predicted
using the text features tc with ft : Rp 7→ Rk. Therefore, the
formulation in the Eq. (3) is equivalent to a binary classi-
fication neural network whose output weights are predicted
from text features. Using neural networks, both ft(·) and
gt(·) perform non-linear dimensionality reduction of the
text and visual features. In the special case where both f(·)
and g(·) are linear transformations, Eq. (3) is equivalent to
the low rank matrix factorization [15]. A visualization of
this model is shown in Figure 1.
3.3. Predicting a convolutional classifier
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are currently the
most accurate models for object recognition tasks [14].
In contrast to traditional hand-engineered features, CNNs
build a deep hierarchical multi-layer feature representation
from raw image pixels. It is common to boost the perfor-
mance of a vision system by using the features from the
fully connected layer of a CNN [4]. Although, the im-
age features obtained from the top fully connected layer of
CNNs are useful for generic vision pipelines, there is very
little spatial and local information retained in them. The
feature maps from the lower convolutional layers on the
other hand contain local features arranged in a spatially co-
herent grid. In addition, the weights in a convolution layer
are locally connected and shared across the feature map.
The number of trainable weights are far fewer than the fully
connected layers. It is therefore appealing to predict the
convolutional filters using text features due to the relatively
small number of parameters.
Let a denote the extracted activations from a convolu-
tional layer with M feature maps, where a ∈ RM×w×h
with ai representing the ith feature map of a, and w, h
denoting the width and height of a feature map. Unlike
previous approaches, we directly formulate a convolutional
classifier using the feature maps from convolutional layers.
First, we perform a non-linear dimensionality reduction to
reduce the number of feature maps as in Sec. (3.2). Let
g′v(·) be a reduction mapping g′v : RM×w×h 7→ RK
′×w×h
where K ′ << M . The reduced feature map is then defined
as a′ = g′v(a). Given the text features tc for a particular
class c, we have the corresponding predicted convolutional
weights w′c = f
′
t(tc), where w
′
c ∈ RK
′×s×s and s is the
size of the predicted filter. Similarly to the fully connected
model, f ′t(·) is parameterized by a multi-layer neural net-
work. We can formulate a convolutional classifier as fol-
lows:
yˆ′c = o
( K′∑
i=1
w′c,i ∗ˇ a′i
)
, (4)
where o(·) is a global pooling function such that o :
Rw×h 7→ R and ∗ˇ denotes the convolution that is typically
used in convolutional layers. By convolving the predicted
weights over the feature maps, we encourage the model to
learn informative location feature detectors based on tex-
tual descriptions. The global pooling o(·) operation aggre-
gates the local features over the whole image and produces
the score. Depending on the type of the pooling operation,
such as noisy-or average pooling or max pooling, the con-
volutional classifier will have different sensitivities to local
features. In our experimental results, we found that average
pooling works well in general while max pooling suffers
from over-fitting.
3.4. Predicting a joint classifier
We can also take advantage of the CNN architecture by
using features extracted from both the intermediate convo-
lutional layers and the final fully connected layer. Given
convolutional feature a and fully connected feature x after
propagating the raw image through the CNN, we can write
down the joint classification model as:
yˆc = w
T
c gv(x) + o
( K′∑
i=1
w′c,i ∗ˇ g′v(a)i
)
. (5)
Both the convolutional weights w′c and the fully connected
weights wc are predicted from the text feature tc using a
single multi-task neural network with shared layers.
4. Learning
The mapping functions f(·) and g(·) that transform text
features into weights are neural networks that are parame-
terized by a matrix W . The goal of learning is to adjust W
so that the model can accurately classify images based on a
textual description. Let us consider a training set containing
C textual descriptions (e.g. C Wikipedia articles), one for
each class c, and N images. We next examine the following
two objective functions for training our model.
4.1. Binary Cross Entropy
For an image feature xi and a text feature tj , an indica-
tor Iij is used to encode whether the image corresponds to
the class represented by the text using a 0-1 encoding. The
binary cross entropy is the most intuitive objective function
for our predicted binary classifier:
L(W ) =
N∑
i=1
C∑
j=1
[
Ii,j log σ(yˆj(xi, tj))
+ (1− Ii,j) log(1− σ(yˆj(xi, tj)))
]
, (6)
where σ is the sigmoid function y = 1/(1 + e−x). In
the above equation, each image is evaluated against all C
classes during training, which becomes computationaly ex-
pensive as the number of classes grows. Instead, we use
a Monte Carlo minibatch scheme to approximate the sum-
mation over the all images and all classes from Eq. (6).
Namely, we draw a mini-batch of B images and compute
the cost by summing over the images in the minibatch.
We also sum over all the image labels from the minibatch
only. The computational cost for this minibatch scheme is
O(B ×B), instead of O(N × C).
4.2. Hinge Loss
We further considered a hinge loss objective. Hinge loss
objective functions are the most popular among the retrieval
and ranking tasks for multi-modal data. In fact, predict-
ing the output layer weights of a neural network (see Sec.
(3.2)) can be formulated as a ranking task between text de-
scriptions and visual images. Although the formulation is
similar, the focus of this work is on classification rather
than information retrieval. Let the indicator Ii,j represent
a {1,−1} encoding for the positive and negative class. We
can then use the following simple hinge loss objective func-
tion:
L(W ) =
N∑
i=1
C∑
j=1
max(0, − Ii,j yˆj(xi, tj)). (7)
Here,  is the margin that is typically set to 1. This hinge
loss objective encourages the classifier score yˆ to be higher
for the correct text description and lower for other classes.
Similarly to Sec. (4.1), a minibatch method can be adapted
to train the hinge loss objective function efficiently.
4.2.1 Euclidean Distance
The Euclidean distance loss function was previously used
in [26] with a fixed pre-learnt word embedding. Such
cost function can be obtained from our classifier formula-
tion by expanding the Euclidean distance − 12‖a − b‖22 =
aT b − 12‖a‖22 − 12‖b‖22. Minimizing the hinge loss in Eq.
(7) with the additional negative L2 norm of both wc and gv
is equivalent to minimizing their Euclidean distance. The
hinge loss prevents the infinite penalty on the negative ex-
amples when jointly learning an embedding of class text
descriptions and their images.
5. Experiments
In this section we empirically evaluate our proposed
models and various objective functions. The fc (fully-
connected) model corresponds to Sec. (3.2) where the text
features are used to predict the fully-connected output
weights of the image classifier. The conv model is the
convolutional classifier in Sec. (3.3) that predicts the con-
volutional filters for CNN feature maps. The joint model
is denoted as fc+conv. We evaluate the predicted zero-
shot binary classifier on test images from both unseen and
seen classes. The evaluation for Zero-Shot Learning per-
formance varies widely throughout the literature. We report
our model performance using the most common metrics:
ROC-AUC: This is one of the most commonly used
metrics for binary classification. We compute the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve of our predicted bi-
nary classifier and evaluate the area under the ROC curve.
PR-AUC(AP): It has been pointed out in [2] that for the
dataset where the number of positive and negative samples
are imbalanced, the precision-recall curve has shown to be
a better metric compared to ROC. PR-AUC is computed by
trapezoidal integral for the area under the PR curve. PR-
AUC is also called average precision (AP).
Top-K classification accuracy: Although all of our
models can be viewed as binary classifiers, one for each
class, the multi-class classification accuracy can be com-
puted by evaluating the given test image on text descriptions
from all classes and sorting the final prediction score yˆc.
5.1. Training Procedure
In all of our experiments, image features are extracted
by running the 19 layer VGG [25] model pre-trained on Im-
ageNet without fine-tuning. Specifically, to create the im-
age features for the fully connected classifier, we used the
activations from the last fully connected 4096 dimension
hidden layer fc1. The convolutional features are generated
using 512x14x14 feature maps from the conv5 3 layers. In
addition, images are preprocessed similar to [25] before be-
ing fed into the VGG net. In particular, each image is re-
sized so that the shortest dimension stays at 224 pixels. A
center patch of 224x224 is then cropped from the resized
image.
Various components of our models are parameterized by
ReLU neural nets of different sizes. The transformation
function for textual features ft(·) : Rd 7→ Rk are param-
eterized by a two-hidden layer fully-connected neural net-
work whose architecture is p-300-k, where p is the dimen-
sionality of the text feature vectors and k = 50 is the size of
the predicted weight vectorwc for the fully connected layer.
The image features from the fc1 layer of the VGG net are
fed into the visual mapping gv(·). This architecture is 4096-
300-k. The intermediate convlayer features a ∈ RM×w×h
from the intermediate conv layer are first transformed by a
conv layer g′v(·) with K ′ filters of size 3 × 3, where we set
K ′ = 5. The final a′ ∈ RK′×w×h from Eq. 4 are convolved
with K ′ × 3 × 3 filters predicted from the 300 unit hidden
layer of ft(·).
Adam [13] is used to optimize our proposed models with
minibatches of 200 images. We found that SGD does not
work well for our proposed models. This is potentially due
to the difference in magnitude between the sparse gradient
of the text features and the dense gradients in the convo-
lutional layers. This problem is avoided by using adaptive
step sizes.
Our model implementation is based on the open-source
package Torch [1]. The training time for the fully con-
nected model is 1-2 hours on a GTX Titan, whereas the joint
fc+conv model takes 4 hours to train.
5.2. Caltech UCSD Bird
The 200-category Caltech UCSD bird dataset [28] is one
of the most widely used and competitive fine-grained clas-
sification benchmarks. We evaluated our method on both
the CUB200-2010 and CUB200-2011 versions of the bird
dataset. Instead of using semantic parts and attributes as in
the common approaches for CUB200, we only used the raw
images and Wikipedia articles [5] to train our models.
There is one Wikipedia article associated with each bird
class and 200 articles in total. The average number of words
in the articles is around 400. Each Wikipedia article is trans-
formed into a 9763-dimensional Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency(tf-idf) feature vector. We noticed that
ROC-AUC PR-AUC
Dataset Model unseen seen mean unseen seen mean
CU-Bird200-2010
DA (baseline feat.) [5]
DA+GP [5] (baseline feat.)
DA [15] (VGG feat.)
Ours (fc baseline feat.)
Ours (fc)
Ours (conv)
Ours (fc+conv)
0.59
0.62
0.66
0.69
0.82
0.73
0.80
—
—
0.69
0.93
0.96
0.96
0.987
—
—
0.68
0.85
0.934
0.91
0.95
—
—
0.037
0.09
0.10
0.043
0.08
—
—
0.11
0.20
0.41
0.34
0.53
—
—
0.094
0.19
0.35
0.28
0.43
CU-Bird200-2011
Ours (fc)
Ours (conv)
Ours (fc+conv)
0.82
0.80
0.85
0.974
0.96
0.98
0.943
0.925
0.953
0.11
0.085
0.13
0.33
0.15
0.37
0.286
0.14
0.31
Oxford Flower
DA (baseline feat.) [5]
GPR+DA (baseline feat.) [5]
Ours (fc baseline feat.)
Ours (fc)
Ours (conv)
Ours (fc+conv)
0.62
0.68
0.63
0.70
0.65
0.71
—
—
0.96
0.987
0.97
0.989
—
—
0.86
0.90
0.85
0.93
—
—
0.055
0.07
0.054
0.067
—
—
0.60
0.65
0.61
0.69
—
—
0.45
0.52
0.46
0.56
Table 1. ROC-AUC and PR-AUC(AP) performance compared to other methods. The performance is shown for both the zero-shot unseen
classes and test data of the seen training classes. The class averaged mean AUCs are also included. For both ROC-AUC and PR-AUC, we
report the best numbers obtained among the models trained on different objective functions.
Log normalization for the term frequency is helpful, as arti-
cle length varies substantially across classes.
The CUB200-2010 contains 6033 images from 200 dif-
ferent bird species. There are around 30 images per class.
We follow the same protocol as in [5] using a random split
of 40 classes as unseen and the rest 160 classes as seen.
Among the seen classes, we further allocate 20% of the im-
ages for testing and 80% of images for training. There are
around 3600 training set and 2500 images for testing. 5-fold
cross-validation is used to evaluate the performance.
In order to compare with the previously published re-
sults, we first evaluated our model using image and text fea-
tures from [5]. Since there are no image features with spa-
tial information, we are only predicting the fully connected
weights. Visual features are first fed into a two-hidden layer
neural net with 300 and 50 hidden units in the first and sec-
ond layers. We used their processed text features to predict
the 50 dimensional fully connected classifier weights with
a two hidden layer neural net. A baseline Domain Adapta-
tion [15] method is also evaluated using the features from
the VGG fc1 layer.
The CUB200-2011 is an updated version of CUB200-
2010 where the number of images are increased to 11,788.
The 200 bird classes are the same as the 2010 version, but
with the number of training cases doubled for each class.
We used the same experimental setup and Wikipedia articles
as the 2010 version.
5.3. Oxford Flower
The Oxford Flower-102 dataset[19] contains 102 classes
with a total of 8189 images. The flowers were chosen from
common flower species in the United Kingdom. Each class
contains around 40 to 260 images. We used the same raw
text corpus as in [5]. The experimental setup is similar to
CUB200 where 82 flower classes are used for training and
20 classes are used as unseen during testing. Similar to the
CUB200-2010 dataset, we compared our method to the pre-
viously published results using the same visual and text fea-
tures.
5.4. Overall results
Our results on the Caltech UCSD Bird and Oxford
Flower datasets, shown in Table (1), dramatically im-
prove upon the state-of-the-art for zero-shot learning. This
demonstrates that our deep approach is capable of produc-
ing highly discriminative feature vectors based solely on
natural language descriptions. We further find that pre-
dicting convolutional filters (conv) and a hybrid approach
(fc+conv) further improves model performance.
5.5. Effect of objective functions
We studied the model performance across the different
objective functions from Sec. 4. The evaluation is shown
in Table (2). The models trained with binary cross entropy
(BCE) have a good balance between ROC-AUC, PR-AUC
and classification accuracy. The models trained with the
hinge loss constantly outperform the others on the PR-AUC
Within-class 
nearest neighbor
Overall nearest neighbors
Canada Warbler Nelson Sharp-
tailed Sparrow
Nelson Sharp-
tailed Sparrow
Yellow Warbler
Brandt CormorantPelagic Cormorant Pigeon Guillemot
Summer Tanager Vermillion Flycatcher Brown Thrasher
Red faced
Cormorant
Scarlet Tanager
Figure 2. [LEFT]: Word sensitivities of unseen classes using the fc model on CUB200-2010. The dashed lines correspond to the test-set PR-
AUC for each class. TF-IDF entries are then independently set to 0 and the five words that most reduce the PR-AUC are shown in each bar
chart. Approximately speaking, these words can be considered to be important attributes for these classes. [RIGHT]: The Wikipedia article
for each class is projected onto its feature vector w and the nearest image neighbors from the test-set (in terms of maximal dot product)
are shown. The within-class nearest neighbors only consider images of the same class, while the overall nearest neighbors considers all
test-set images.
Metrics BCE Hinge Euclidean
unseen ROC-AUC
seen ROC-AUC
mean ROC-AUC
0.82
0.973
0.937
0.795
0.97
0.934
0.70
0.95
0.90
unseen PR-AUC
seen PR-AUC
mean PR-AUC
0.103
0.33
0.287
0.10
0.41
0.35
0.076
0.37
0.31
unseen class acc.
seen class acc.
mean class acc.
0.01
0.35
0.17
0.006
0.43
0.205
0.12
0.263
0.19
unseen top-5 acc.
seen top-5 acc.
mean top-5 acc.
0.176
0.58
0.38
0.182
0.668
0.41
0.428
0.45
0.44
Table 2. Model performance using various objective functions on
CUB-200-2010 dataset. The numbers are reported by training the
fully-connected models.
metric. However, the hinge loss models do not perform well
on top-K classification accuracy on the zero-shot classes
compared to other loss functions. The Euclidean distance
model seems to perform well on the unseen classes while
achieving a much lower accuracy on the seen classes. BCE
shows the best overall performance across the three metrics.
Metrics Conv5 3 Conv4 3 Pool5
mean ROC-AUC 0.91 0.6 0.82
mean PR-AUC 0.28 0.09 0.173
mean top-5 acc. 0.25 0.153 0.02
Table 3. Performance comparison using different intermediate
ConvLayers from VGG net on CUB-200-2010 dataset. The num-
bers are reported by training the joint fc+conv models.
5.6. Effect of convolutional features
The convolutional classifier and joint fc+conv model op-
erate on the feature maps extracted from CNNs. Recent
work [30] has shown that using features from convolutional
layers is beneficial over just using the final fully connected
layer features of a CNN. We evaluate the performance of
our convolutional classifier using features from different in-
termediate convolutional layers in the VGG net and report
the results in Table (3). The features from conv5 3 layer are
more discriminative than the lower Conv4 3 layers.
5.7. Learning on the full datasets
Similar to traditional classification models, our proposed
method can be used for object recognition by training on
the entire dataset. The results after fine-tuning are shown in
Table (4).
Model / Dataset CUB-2010 CUB-2011 OxFlower
Ours (fc)
Ours(fc+conv)
0.60
0.62
0.64
0.66
0.73
0.77
Table 4. Performance of our model trained on the full dataset, a
50/50 split is used for each class.
5.8. Visualizing the learned attributes and text rep-
resentations
Our proposed model learns to discriminate between un-
seen classes from text descriptions with no additional in-
formation. In contrast, more traditional zero-shot learning
pipelines often involve a list of hand-engineered attributes.
Here we assume that only text descriptions and images are
given to our model. The goal is to generate a list of at-
tributes for a particular class based on its text description.
Figure 2, left panel, shows the sensitivity of three unseen
classes on the CUB200-2010 test set using the fc model.
For each word that appears in these articles, we set the cor-
responding tf-idf entry to 0 and measure the change in PR-
AUC. We multiply by the ratio of the L2 norms of the tf-idf
vectors before and after deletion to ensure that the network
sees the same total input magnitude. The words that re-
sult in the largest decrease in PR-AUC are deemed to be
the most important words (approximately speaking) for the
unseen class.
In some cases the type of bird, such as “tanager”, is
an important feature. In other cases, physically descriptive
words such as “purplish” are important. In other cases, non-
descriptive words such as “variable” are found to be impor-
tant, perhaps due to their rarity in the corpus. The collection
of sensitive words can be thought of as pseudo-attributes for
each class.
In Figure 2, right panel, we show the ability of the text
features to describe visual features. For the three unseen
classes, we use the text pipeline of the fc model to produce
a set of weights, and then search the test set to find the im-
ages whose features have the highest dot product with the
these weights. If we restrict the set of images to within the
unseen class, we get the test image that is most highly corre-
lated with its textual description. When we allow the images
to span the entire set of classes, we see that the resulting im-
ages show birds that have very similar physical characteris-
tics to the birds in the unseen classes. This implies that the
text descriptions are informative of physical characteristics,
and that the model is able produce a semantically meaning-
ful joint embedding. More examples of these neighborhood
queries can be found in the supplementary material.
6. Limitations
Although, our proposed method shows significant im-
provement on ROC-AUC over the previous method,
the multi-class recognition performance on the zero-shot
classes, e.g. around 10% top-1 accuracy on CUBird, is still
lower than some of the attribute-based methods. It may
be possible to take advantage of the discovered attribute
list from Sec. (5.8) to refine our classification performance.
Namely, one may infer an attribute list for each class and
learn a second stage attribute classification model. We leave
this for future work.
7. Conclusion
We introduced a flexible Zero-Shot Learning model that
learns to predict unseen image classes from encyclopedia
articles. We used a deep neural network to map raw text and
image pixels to a joint embedding space. This can be inter-
preted as using a natural language description to produce a
set of classifier weights for an object recognition network.
We further utilized the structure of the CNNs that in-
corporates both the intermediate convolutional feature maps
and feature vector from the last fully-connected layer. We
showed that our method significantly outperforms previ-
ous zero-shot methods on the ROC-AUC metric and sub-
stantially improves upon the current state-of-the-art on CU-
Bird and Oxford Flower datasets using only raw images and
text articles. We found that the network was able to learn
pseudo-attributes from articles to describe different classes,
and that the text embeddings captured useful semantic in-
formation in the images.
In future work, we plan to replace the tf-idf feature
extraction with an LSTM recurrent neural network [11].
These have been found to be effective models for learning
representations from text.
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8. Appendix
In the following figures, we first show more examples of
the neighborhood queries for the fc models. We also visu-
alize the predicted convolutional filters of conv models on
both CU-bird and Oxford Flower datasets. The visualiza-
tion of the predicted convolutional filter w′c from Section
(3.3) are projected back to image space through the VGG
19 layer ImageNet model [25].
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Figure 3. [LEFT]: Word sensitivities of unseen classes using the fc model on CUB200-2010. The dashed lines correspond to the test-set PR-
AUC for each class. TF-IDF entries are then independently set to 0 and the five words that most reduce the PR-AUC are shown in each bar
chart. Approximately speaking, these words can be considered to be important attributes for these classes. [RIGHT]: The Wikipedia article
for each class is projected onto its feature vector w and the nearest image neighbors from the test-set (in terms of maximal dot product)
are shown. The within-class nearest neighbors only consider images of the same class, while the overall nearest neighbors considers all
test-set images.
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Figure 4. [LEFT]: Word sensitivities of unseen classes using the fc model on Oxford Flower. The dashed lines correspond to the test-set PR-
AUC for each class. TF-IDF entries are then independently set to 0 and the five words that most reduce the PR-AUC are shown in each bar
chart. Approximately speaking, these words can be considered to be important attributes for these classes. [RIGHT]: The Wikipedia article
for each class is projected onto its feature vector w and the nearest image neighbors from the test-set (in terms of maximal dot product)
are shown. The within-class nearest neighbors only consider images of the same class, while the overall nearest neighbors considers all
test-set images.
Red faced Cormorant
The Red-faced Cormorant, Red-faced Shag or Violet Shag, 
Phalacrocorax urile, is a species of cormorant that is found in the 
far north of the Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea, from the eastern 
tip of Hokkaidō in Japan, via the Kuril Islands, the southern tip of 
the Kamchatka Peninsula and the Aleutian Islands to the Alaska 
Peninsula and Gulf of Alaska. The Red-faced Cormorant is 
closely related to the Pelagic Cormorant P. pelagicus, which has a 
similar range, and like the Pelagic Cormorant is placed by some 
authors (e.g. Johnsgaard) in a genus Leucocarbo.  Where it nests 
alongside the Pelagic Cormorant, the Red-faced Cormorant 
generally breeds the more successfully of the two species, and it 
is currently increasing in numbers, at least in the easterly parts of 
its range.  It is however listed as being of conservation 
concern{Verify source|date=September 2009}, partly because 
relatively little is so far known about it.
The adult bird has glossy plumage that is a deep greenish blue in 
colour, becoming purplish or bronze on the back and sides.  In 
breeding condition it has a double crest, 
……
Scarlet Tanager
The Scarlet Tanager (Piranga olivacea) is a medium-sized 
American songbird. Formerly placed in the tanager family 
(Thraupidae), it and other members of its genus are now 
classified in the cardinal family (Cardinalidae). The species's 
plumage and vocalizations are similar to other members of the 
cardinal family.
Adults have pale stout smooth bills. Adult males are bright red 
with black wings and tail; females are yellowish on the underparts 
and olive on top, with olive-brown wings and tail. The adult 
male's winter plumage is similar to the female's, but the wings 
and tail remain darker. Young males briefly show a more complex 
variegated plumage intermediate between adult males and 
females. It apparently was such a specimen that was first 
scientifically described.{Citation needed|date=July 2010} Hence 
the older though somewhat confusing specific epithet olivacea 
("the olive-colored one") is used rather than erythromelas ("the 
red-and-black one"), as had been common throughout the 19th 
century.
……
Green Jay
The Green Jay (Cyanocorax yncas) is a bird species of the New 
World jays, which exhibits distinct regional variations within its 
large but discontinuous range. This stretches from southern 
Texas south into Mexico and Central America, with a break before 
the species reappears in a broad sweep across the highlands 
(primarily the Andes) of South America in Colombia, Venezuela, 
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. It has been suggested that the North 
American taxa should be considered separate species, 
Cyanocorax luxuosus. If following this taxonomy, the northern 
species retains the common name Green Jay, while the South 
American population, which retains the scientific name C. yncas, 
is renamed the Inca Jay.
The Green Jays of the Northern population are smaller, at 25–29 
cm (10-11.5 in), than the South American birds, at 29.5-34.3 cm 
(11.7-13.6 in). Weight ranges from 66 to 110 grams (2.3-3.9 oz). 
They have feathers of yellowish-white with blue tips on the top of 
the head, cheeks and nape, though some taxa have more blue 
than others. In South American populations, the crown can 
appear almost entirely white, with less extensive blue, and there's 
a prominent black crest behind the bill. A black bib forms a thick 
band up to the sides of the head as well as a stripe through the 
eye line and one above it. 
……
Figure 5. [LEFT]: Example images of unseen classes and their encyclopedia articles. [RIGHT]: Visualizing the predicted convolutional
filter w′c of the given unseen article on the left using the conv model trained on CUB200-2010. It shows top 5 images that have the highest
activations for the predicted conv filters in the validation dataset (including both seen and unseen classes). The filter visualization under the
images are generated by the deconvolution technique in [32]. The highest activation in the predicted convolutional classifier is projected
back into the image space. Best viewed in electronic version.
Rose breasted Grosbeak
The Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Pheucticus ludovicianus, is a large 
seed-eating songbird in the cardinal family (Cardinalidae). It 
breeds in cool-temperate North America, migrating to tropical 
America in winter.
Adult birds are is {convert|18|-|19|cm|in|abbr=on} long and weigh 
{convert|45|-|47|g|oz|abbr=on} on average. At all ages and in both 
sexes, the beak is dusky horn-colored, and the feet and eyes are 
dark.
The adult male in breeding plumage has a black head, wings, 
back and tail, and a bright rose-red patch on its breast; the wings 
have two white patches and rose-red linings. Its underside and 
rump are white. Males in nonbreeding plumage have largely white 
underparts, supercilium and cheeks. The upperside feathers have 
brown fringes, most wing feathers white ones, giving a scaly 
appearance. The bases of the primary remiges are also white.
……
Nashville Warbler
The Nashville Warbler, Oreothlypis ruficapilla, is a small songbird 
in the New World warbler family.
They have olive-brown upperparts, a white belly and a yellow 
throat and breast; they have a white eye ring, no wing bars and a 
thin pointed bill. Adult males have a grey head with a rusty crown 
patch (often not visible); females and immature birds have a duller 
olive-grey head. The Nashville Warbler is closely related to 
Virginia's Warbler, Lucy's Warbler and Colima Warbler, the four 
sharing generally similar plumage.
Two discrete populations exist. The nominate subspecies, O. r. 
ruficapilla, breeds in northeastern North America. The other, O. r. 
ridgwayi, known as Calaveras Warbler, nests in western North 
America. The latter differs from the former in its relatively duller 
plumage and more persistent tail movements.
Nashville warblers breed in open mixed woods and bog habitats 
in Canada and the northeastern and western United States of 
America. They conceal their open cup-shaped nests on the 
ground under shrubs.
……
Northern Waterthrush
The Northern Waterthrush (Parkesia noveboracensis) is one of the 
larger New World warblers. It breeds in the northern part of North 
America in Canada, and in the northern United States, (in areas 
including Alaska). This bird is migratory, wintering in Central 
America, the West Indies, and Florida; also Venezuela, Colombia, 
and Ecuador. It is a very rare vagrant to western Europe; also 
other South American countries.
The Northern Waterthrush is a large new world warbler with a 
length of 12–14 cm (5–6 in, wingspan of 21–24 cm (8–9 in and 
average weight between 13–25 g (0.46–0.88 oz) On the head, the 
crown is brown with a white supercilium. The bill is pointed and 
dark. The throat is lightly streaked brown to black with heavier 
streaking continuing onto the breast and flanks. The back is 
evenly brown.  Sexes are morphologically similar. Young birds 
have buff, rather than white underparts.
……
Figure 6. [LEFT]: Example images of unseen classes and their encyclopedia articles. [RIGHT]: Visualizing the predicted convolutional
filter w′c of the given unseen article on the left using the conv model trained on CUB200-2010. It shows top 5 images that have the highest
activations for the predicted conv filters in the validation dataset (including both seen and unseen classes). The filter visualization under the
images are generated by the deconvolution technique in [32]. The highest activation in the predicted convolutional classifier is projected
back into the image space. Best viewed in electronic version.
Wallflower
Erysimum (wallflowers) is a genus that includes about 180 
species, both popular garden plants and many wild forms. The 
genus Cheiranthus is sometimes included herein whole or in part. 
Erysimum has recently adscribed to a monogeneric cruciferous 
tribe, Erysimeae. This tribe is characterized by sessile, stellate 
and/or malpighiaceous trichomes, yellow to orange flowers and 
multiseeded siliques.
Erysimum species are used as food plants by the larvae of some 
Lepidoptera (butterfly and moth) species including the Garden 
Carpet (Xanthorhoe fluctuata). In addition, some species of 
weevils, like Ceutorhynchus chlorophanus, live inside the fruits 
feeding on the developing seeds. Many species of beetles, bugs 
and grasshoppers eat on the leaves and stalks. Some mammalian 
herbivores, for example Mule Deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in 
North America, Argali (Ovis ammon) in Mongolia, Red Deer 
(Cervus elaphus) in Central Europe, or Spanish Ibex (Capra 
pyrenaica) in the Iberian Peninsula, feed on wallflower flowering 
and fruiting stalks.
Most wallflowers are pollinator-generalists, their flowers being 
visited by many different species of bees, bee flies, hoverflies, 
butterflies, beetles, and ants. However, there some specialist 
species. For example, Teide wallflower is pollinated almost 
exclusively by Anthophora alluadii.
……
Fritillary
Fritillaria is a genus of about 100 species of bulbous plants in the 
family Liliaceae, native to temperate regions of the Northern 
Hemisphere. The name is derived from the Latin term for a dice-
box (fritillus), and probably refers to the checkered pattern, 
frequently of chocolate-brown and greenish yellow, that is 
common to many species' flowers. Collectively, the genus is 
known in English as fritillaries; some North American species are 
called missionbells.
They often have nodding, bell- or cup-shaped flowers, and the 
majority are spring-flowering. Most species' flowers have a rather 
disagreeable scent, often referred to as "foxy," like feces or wet 
fur. The Scarlet Lily Beetle (Lilioceris lilii) eats fritillaries, and may 
become a pest where these plants are grown in gardens.
Several species (such as F. cirrhosa and F. verticillata) are used in 
traditional Chinese cough remedies. They are listed as chuan bËi 
(Chinese: ??) or zhË bËi (Chinese: ??), respectively, and are often 
in formulations combined with extracts of Loquat (Eriobotrya 
japonica). F. verticillata bulbs are also traded as bËi mu or, in 
Kampo, baimo (Chinese/Kanji: ??, Katakana: ???). F. thunbergii is 
contained in the standardized Chinese herbal preparation 
HealthGuard T18, taken against hyperthyroidism.
……
Corn Poppy
Papaver rhoeas (common names include corn poppy, corn rose, 
field poppy, Flanders poppy, red poppy, red weed, coquelicot, 
and, due to its odour, which is said to cause them, as headache 
and headwark) is a species of flowering plant in the poppy family, 
Papaveraceae. This poppy, a native of Europe, is notable as an 
agricultural weed (hence the "corn" and "field") and as a symbol 
of fallen soldiers.
P. rhoeas sometimes is so abundant in agricultural fields that it 
may be mistaken for a crop. The only species of Papaveraceae 
grown as a field crop on a large scale is Papaver somniferum, the 
opium poppy.
The plant is a variable annual, forming a long-lived soil seed bank 
that can germinate when the soil is disturbed. In the northern 
hemisphere it generally flowers in late spring, but if the weather is 
warm enough other flowers frequently appear at the beginning of 
autumn. The flower is large and showy, with four petals that are 
vivid red, most commonly with a black spot at their base. Like 
many other species of Papaver, it exudes a white latex when the 
tissues are broken.
……
Figure 7. [LEFT]: Example images of unseen classes and their encyclopedia articles. [RIGHT]: Visualizing the predicted convolutional
filter w′c of the given unseen article on the left using the conv model trained on Oxford Flower. It shows top 5 images that have the highest
activations for the predicted conv filters in the validation dataset (including both seen and unseen classes). The filter visualization under the
images are generated by the deconvolution technique in [32]. The highest activation in the predicted convolutional classifier is projected
back into the image space. Best viewed in electronic version.
Globe Thistle
Echinops  is a genus of about 120 species of thistles in the daisy 
family Asteraceae, commonly known as globe thistles. They are 
native to Europe east to central Asia and south to the mountains 
of tropical Africa.
Globe thistle is one of the most elegantly colored plants around. It 
has fantastical large blue balls of steel-blue flowers in 
midsummer, which would be enough. But making it even more 
lovely is its large coarse, grayish green leaves, which sets off the 
flower beautifully.
If you can bear to separate them from the foliage, globe thistle 
makes a great cut flower, lasting for weeks in the vase. It also 
dries well. It's bothered by few pests or diseases. If it likes its 
conditions, it will reseed fairly readily. If you want to prevent this, 
deadhead flowers shortly after they fade.
Sun SunZones 3-10  PerennialPlant Height 2-4 feet tallPlant 
Width 1-2 feet wideLandscape Uses Containers,Beds & Borders 
Special Features Flowers,Cut Flowers,Dried Flowers,Attracts 
Butterflies,Drought Tolerant,Deer Resistant,Easy to Grow
……
Great Masterwort
Astrantia major, common name Great Masterwort, is an 
herbaceous, perennial plant with a rhizome, belonging to the 
family Apiaceae.
The genus name (astrantia) derives from the Latin "aster" 
meaning star and refers to the open star-shaped floral bracts. The 
name of the species (major) distinguish the Great Masterwort by 
the smaller species Astrantia minor.
Astrantia major reaches on average 60 centimetres (24 in) of 
height. The stem is erect and glabrous, with little branches and 
few leaves. The basal leaves have a long petiole 10ñ20 
centimetres (3.9ñ7.9 in), 3 to 7 lobes and toothed segments. Size: 
8ñ15 centimetres (3.1ñ5.9 in). The cauline leaves are generally 
two, sessile, amplexicaul and lanceolate-shaped with a trilobed 
apex. The inflorescence is umbrella-shaped, with 2ñ3 centimetres 
(0.79ñ1.2 in) of diameter. The floral bracts are numerous (10 - 20), 
10ñ18 millimetres (0.39ñ0.71 in) long, reddish (sometimes white) 
with acuminate apex. The small flowers are greenish-white with 
reddish shades. The cental ones are hermaphrodite, while the 
external ones are male. The petals are five, white (or slightly 
reddened), while the stamens are five and much longer. Size of 
the flowers: about 1 mm. The flowering period extends from June 
through September.
……
Barberton Daisy
Gerbera is a genus of ornamental plants from the sunflower 
family (Asteraceae). It was named in honour of the German 
botanist and naturalist Traugott Gerber (Ü 1743) who travelled 
extensively in Russia and was a friend of Carolus Linnaeus.
It has approximately 30 species in the wild, extending to South 
America, Africa and tropical Asia. The first scientific description of 
a Gerbera was made by J.D. Hooker in Curtis's Botanical 
Magazine in 1889 when he described Gerbera jamesonii, a South 
African species also known as Transvaal daisy or Barberton 
Daisy. Gerbera is also commonly known as the African Daisy.
Gerbera species bear a large capitulum with striking, two-lipped 
ray florets in yellow, orange, white, pink or red colours. The 
capitulum, which has the appearance of a single flower, is 
actually composed of hundreds of individual flowers. The 
morphology of the flowers varies depending on their position in 
the capitulum. The flower heads can be as small as 7 cm 
(Gerbera mini 'Harley') in diameter or up to 12 cm (Gerbera 
ëGolden Serenaí).
……
Figure 8. [LEFT]: Example images of unseen classes and their encyclopedia articles. [RIGHT]: Visualizing the predicted convolutional
filter w′c of the given unseen article on the left using the conv model trained on Oxford Flower. It shows top 5 images that have the highest
activations for the predicted conv filters in the validation dataset (including both seen and unseen classes). The filter visualization under the
images are generated by the deconvolution technique in [32]. The highest activation in the predicted convolutional classifier is projected
back into the image space. Best viewed in electronic version.
